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Innovative Sollcoform.

Versatile Sucrofilm.

A MNC with market leadership in peanuts & edible oils, 
recently entered the chocolate & confectionery segment 
with an innovative product produced on Sollich’s                  
Sollcoform.

A unique product, launched at a price for INR 10 per piece, 
has a coconut mass inside & a chocolate shell. The blend of 
real and juicy coconut inside and chocolate layer outside, 
ensures a perfect taste in every bite for the consumer.

At the heart of the installation is the Sollcoform® from             
SOLLICH. Sollcoform is a premium system to make                     
products with blends of cereals, nuts, wafer, biscuit pieces 
mixed with a sugar binder. Depending upon the recipe the 
products can subsequently be enrobed with                              
chocolate/ baked in an oven.

Additional features of the Sollcoform® moulding machine are the specially developed feeding system and the 
ideal shaping of the products. Equal feeding of all mould cavities results in uniform product quality. Product 
demoulding is supported by an air pressure system making it possible to easily demould difficult & sticky 
masses from the moulding roller on to the conveyor belt.

The Sollcoform is able to mould smaller sizes with difficult product geometry. Dense masses like fondant     
mixtures and coconut masses can be demoulded easily from the moulding roller onto the conveyor belt.

To know more, contact us on sollich@vedicsystems.com

Chocotech GmbH & Vedic Pac Systems Pvt. Ltd. recently 
installed and commissioned an universal Sucrofilm continuous 
cooker at Haldiram Foods International Private Limited, 
Nagpur, for production of fat based masses (besan cooked with 
fats). 

Chocotech having supplied multiple lines to Haldiram was the first 
and obvious choice as a suitable and reliable technology partner 
to meet ever growing demands for their products.

Haldiram Nagpur has steadily upgraded their technology for 
processing of besan, starting with local equipment, moving onto 
the Carastar (for batch wise processing of the besan), to the 
newest continuous system type Sucrofilm & Sucrotherm.

The SUCROFILM® is a continuous swept surface cooker with 
excellent heat exchange qualities. The very short residence                     
time (less than 30 seconds) is ideal for colour sensitive                                  
masses like white caramels & heat sensitive products. The                                    
configuration of the dynamic scraper system and the low                                     
amount of product in the unit also guarantee uniform colour                                   
for caramels and other high protein masses. The                                                         
SUCROFILM® can be used atmospherically, under pressure                                   
& under vacuum, and in combination with the CARAFLEX™,                                       
the ideal amount of colour development and caramelization                                       
can be achieved.

When it comes to grained masses the SUCROFILM® thin                                                                                           
film cooker can also be used together with the MICRON®,                                                                                        
a closed system for controlled graining of masses such as                
fudges, fondants and chewy candies to the desired micron                                                                                           
size. This is a completely closed system which offers                                                                 
many process and CIP advantages.

Depending on the recipe, the SUCROFILM® dynamic                                                                                   
cooker is designed for continuous multi shift operations                                                  
for throughput rates of starting from 200 kgs/h upto                                                                                       
2,000 kgs/h.

The installation and commissioning was successfully                                                 
completed by engineers from Vedic Pac Systems to                                                                                                  
Haldiram’s satisfaction.

To know more, write to us at 
chocotech@vedicsystems.com

Wafer  Edge.

A pioneer in wafer & snack production lines, Hebenstreit 
GmbH of Germany recently installed and successfully                                       
commissioned a Moulded chocolate flat wafer line at a MNC 
in Western India.

Hebenstreit flat wafer production plants produce flat wafers 
with fine, medium and deep reeding with company logo or 
special engraving. They can be filled with cream, caramel, 
chocolate, jam & other such masses, in one/several layers.

Flat wafers are also produced as coated wafer bars in a 
huge range of shapes and sizes. In some cases they are 
sprinkled with nuts and then coated with chocolate.

Automatic wafer baking machines type BAC and WAQ are used for fully automatic production of flat wafer 
sheets. Baking plate for the production of flat wafers are manufactured with fine, medium, deep reeding in a 
variety of shapes and sizes, as well as with company logo/special engraving (if required). Varied design of 
baking plates can be used for the production of hollow wafers in the shape of wafer sticks, wafer balls, wafer 
nuts etc..

To know more, write to us at hebenstreit@vedicsystems.com
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